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Abstract
Researchers have long strived to exploit program behaviour in order to improve garbage collection efficiency. For example, by using a simple heuristic, generational GC manages short-lived objects well, although longer-lived objects will still be promoted to an older generation and may be processed repeatedly thereafter. In this paper, we provide a detailed study of Java object lifetimes which reveals a richer landscape than the generational view offers.

Allocation site has been claimed to be a good predictor for object lifetime, but we show that object lifetime can be categorised more precisely than 'short-lived/long-lived/immortal'. We show that (i) sites allocate objects with lifetimes in only a small number of narrow ranges, and (ii) sites cluster strongly with respect to the lifetime distributions of the objects they allocate. Furthermore, (iii) these clusterings are robust against the size of the input given to the program, and (iv) are likely to allocate objects that are live only in particular phases of the program's execution. Finally, we show that, in contrast to previous studies, (v) allocation site alone is not always sufficient as a predictor of object lifetime distribution but one further level of stack context suffices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors—Memory management (garbage collection); C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Measurement techniques

General Terms Measurement, Performance, Languages.

Keywords Memory management, Garbage collection, Java.

1. Introduction
Object-oriented languages such as Java and C++ supported by managed run-times are being deployed more and more widely in commercially important applications. All these run-time systems provide garbage collection (GC) [27]. GC overhead can be measured by overall execution time, pause-time, memory footprint and so on; the importance of each factor varies according to the environment and application concerned. Many solutions have been offered to address an ever-changing variety of requirements, but finding scenarios that defeat general strategies for GC is straightforward. No single collector/configuration can provide the best results for all programs [14, 9, 16, 40, 39].

Nevertheless, certain commonly made observations concerning the memory behaviour of objects (object demographics) widely hold. Ungar's dictum that 'most objects die young' [45], and its dual, that some objects may live for a very long time, is true for a wide range of applications, although not for all.

The observation that different objects may exhibit different behaviours has led GC researchers and application programmers to attempt to exploit these properties to improve performance. Region-based memory managers segregate objects in order to apply different management policies to different regions. Examples include segregation by age (generational GC [29, 45], older-first GC [43]), by size (large-object areas [50]) or by mortality [13, 9]. Phase behaviour has been addressed through 'hot swapping' between collectors [36, 32, 40], by adaptively varying tenuring thresholds in generational collectors [47, 3] and even explicit GC requests.

We believe that such 'one size fits all' collectors, that treat objects uniformly without attempting to match the behaviour of the user program (the mutator), miss an opportunity to improve memory management performance. We expect significant performance improvements will be achieved if behaviour patterns can be better captured and exploited. The prerequisites for success are that (a) characteristic behaviour can be recognised, and (b) predictors of this behaviour can be identified, and (c) such predictors of behaviour can be exploited efficiently.

In this paper, we provide a detailed study of the memory behaviour of a wide range of realistic Java benchmarks, drawn from the SPEC jvm98 [41] and DaCapo [5] benchmark suites. In particular, we focus on the distribution of lifetimes of objects allocated by a site (a point in the source code such as x=new...). Like earlier studies, we find an association between allocation site and both object lifetime distribution and phase behaviour. However, we make the following novel contributions.

- We identify a richer demographic landscape than the 'short-lived', 'long-lived' or 'immortal' classification of earlier studies such as [13, 9, 8].
- We refine this classification by considering separately the behaviour of objects allocated by the JIT compiler, the run-time system, Java library code as well as those allocated directly by the application program.
- Most importantly for practical GC implementation, we find that the sites of a single program run exhibit only a few distinct object-lifetime distributions, i.e. they cluster strongly.
- These clusterings are stable across different program inputs, making exploitation feasible.
- A very small number of lifetime distribution patterns dominate; these cannot all be classified by simple characterisations such as 'short-lived', 'immortal' and so on.
- Adding one further level of stack context significantly improves over allocation site alone as a predictor of object lifetime distribution for Java library classes.

Note that this paper focuses only on demographics; we do not provide here results of any implementation exploiting our observations.
Structure of this paper  Section 2 reviews related work and discusses the background to this research. Section 3 presents a case study of the object lifetime behaviour of a range of Java programs drawn from the SPECjvm98 and DaCapo benchmark suites. Section 4 explains our clustering methodology in detail, and Section 5 shows that such clustering is robust against changes in the size of program inputs. We investigate calling context depth in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2. Background and related work
The requirements made of the GC by applications running in different environments also vary in the priorities they assign to different performance metrics but, even within a single domain of interest, the memory behaviour of applications may differ substantially. For example, studies of client-side, desktop applications [16, 40, 39] demonstrate significant differences in performance depending on which collector was used. Clearly, no ‘one size fits all’ solution is possible even within a single environment.

2.1 Adapting GC to mutator behaviour
In order to meet the challenges imposed by different applications, environments and user requirements, many different GC architectures and strategies have been adopted.

The simplest forms of regional organisation distinguish objects by their age or by their mortality. Where objects are predominantly managed by moving collectors, large objects are commonly allocated into a separate, stationary, large object area [50]. It is known that an object is certain (or at least, highly likely) to live for the duration of the program, then it is better to avoid processing it altogether (although the collector must be able to identify its children); such objects may be kept in an immortal area [7].

The most common form of regional organisation is generational GC [29, 45]. Observing that most objects die young [45, 52, 21, 37, 4, 15], generational GC segregates objects by age into different regions, ‘generations’, in the heap. Different generations are collected at different frequencies (with younger ones collected more frequently than older ones), and may be managed by different collectors. Thus the principle underlying generational collection is to concentrate effort on reclaiming those objects most likely to be garbage. An important issue is how to decide when an object should be ‘promoted’ from a younger to an older generation. Too early risks objects not only dying soon after promotion (thereby causing too frequent collections of the older generation) but also encourages nepotistic promotion of the referents of tenured (i.e. promoted) garbage; too late demands either larger young generations (and consequently longer pause times for stop-the-world collectors) or more frequent young generation collections.

Solutions to the promotion problem have included multiple generations, variable-sized nursery generations [2] and different promotion thresholds (copy counts, allocation thresholds, etc) [51]. Recent variations on generational collection include older-first collection [43, 42, 19] and the Beltway framework [9].

It is also common for applications to exhibit phasic behaviour [49, 25]. Examination of the volume of the data live at any time reveals features such as ramps, plateaux, spikes and repetition to be common. The ability for GCs to adapt to changing mutator behaviour has been shown to offer performance improvements. One approach is to allow different collectors to be ‘hot-swapped’ at runtime [36, 32, 40]. Some generational GCs allow promotion thresholds to be varied dynamically in order to limit young generation pause-times [47, 3]. Programmers are also known to attempt to force a GC explicitly although for Java this only ‘suggests that the Java Virtual Machine expend effort toward recycling discarded objects’ [18].

2.2 Parameters for adaptation
Both region-based organisation and collector adaptation to changing mutator behaviour require the existence of a metric to guide behaviour. In some cases, the metric and the behaviour is simple. For example, if the size of an object exceeds some (usually predefined) threshold, then it is allocated in a large object area. Note that this heuristic often encompasses three notions: (i) it is expensive to move large objects, (ii) large objects are likely to live for a long time (they take a long time to construct) and so some collectors allocate large objects directly into an old generation [48], and (iii) it is worth paying any additional costs of free-list allocation [6]. For other cases, the identification of suitable parameters and metrics is harder or more limited. For example, selection of immortal objects is often determined by the virtual machine implementer [7] and hence restricted to VM objects rather than application objects, although heuristics derived from analysis of program traces are also possible [10]. Selection is often broadly based, using the object’s ‘kind’ (e.g. some prefix of its fully qualified Java class name) rather than by individual instance.

2.3 Demographic studies
Most approaches to tailoring the GC to the behaviour of the mutator are based on heuristics. Furthermore, these heuristics are usually generic, by which we mean that the same heuristic is applied to all objects, regardless of their class or the point in the program at which they were allocated. For example, generational GCs seek to exploit the weak generational hypothesis that most objects die young (in order both to reduce expected pause times and to reduce the overall amount of collection work done) by first allocating all objects in a nursery. Similarly, adaptive tenuring techniques and collector hot-swapping address only ‘average’ object behaviour. One exception to this generic approach creates a collector tailored to the program being compiled [44]. Nevertheless, the immediate corollaries of the generic adaptive strategies (for example, in the case of the generational hypothesis, that some objects do not die young) have not been explored in any depth.

One of the most thorough studies of memory behaviour for Java programs [15] is concerned with reference densities, proportions of array objects and so on, but does not match our intuition as programmers. Programs are designed with phases and behaviours that model problem domains. The big claim for object-orientation is that it helps to cross the chasm between design and implementation. For example, compilation requires syntax and semantic analysis, code generation and so on. The object-oriented compiler designer thinks in terms of classes and relationships between them that model ‘real world’ concepts; such as symbol tables, variables, types, intermediate representations and so on; of execution as a sequence of phases in which some kinds of activity dominate others; and not of the relative volume of array objects in the heap, for example.

In contrast, the focus of the DaCapo group is to demonstrate the broad range of the programs in their benchmark suite [5]. Programs are characterised by allocation volume and memory footprint, 4 MB nursery survival rate, heap composition (by object size) over time and pointer distance, and other metrics. Such heap-related metrics are important to designers of generational collectors.

Generational and other hypotheses and implementations, such as adaptive tenuring or hot-swapping, capture only the gross behaviour of programs. Program behaviour is not random. Intuitively, we believe that programs exhibit distinctive behaviour at a much finer grain and that the grain of this behaviour is related to the design of the program as realised (for object-oriented programs) by the relationships of classes and methods.
Given such predictions and an implementation that can exploit them, we expect significant performance gains to accrue. For example, the collector could both avoid processing live objects before their expected time of death (improving both throughput and pause times) and reclaim objects promptly after their death (fragmentation might be reduced if objects with similar lifetimes are allocated together). Shaham et al. [38] suggest a theoretical upper-bound on space savings of 39% through early reclamation of garbage but offers no implementation that might realise these savings.

2.4 Pretenuring

Four studies have taken a step in this direction. Cheng et al. [13] (CHL) gathered profiles from a generational collector for ML. They tag objects with the point in the program (site) that allocated them and inspect the tags of dead objects at each collection. From this profile, they identify those sites that allocate promoted objects consistently (i.e. where the volume exceeds a threshold of 80%) in their collector. This advice is then used to allocate objects from those sites directly into the old generation, thereby reducing GC times by 12–50%. Because their pre-tenuring threshold is a function of their particular collector configuration, the wider applicability of this study is reduced.

Harris [20] pretenures objects in a Java virtual machine using dynamic feedback from statistics gathered online. Dynamic pretenuring allows adaption to phase behaviour. The disadvantage of this sampling technique, based on overflows of local allocation buffers, is that it tends to oversample moderately large objects. Nevertheless, it demonstrates the feasibility of dynamic sampling. Harris also observed that some stack context distinguished tenured from non-tenured instances of some java.util objects.

Blackburn et al. [10] extend CHL’s approach; they remove implementation dependency from pretenuring advice by normalising object lifetime as a multiple of the maximum volume of live objects at any time, \( livesize \). They classify sites as generating predominantly short-lived, long-lived or ‘immortal’ objects, using a threshold heuristic of 20% of maximum live size for short-lived objects, and as immortal if objects die more than halfway between their birth and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving copy space for). Their two-generation collector prevents any egression and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving and as immortal if objects die more than halfway between their old heuristic of 20% of maximum live size for short-lived objects, and as immortal if objects die more than halfway between their birth and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving copy space for). Their two-generation collector prevents any egression and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving and as immortal if objects die more than halfway between their birth and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving copy space for). Their two-generation collector prevents any egression and the end of the program (and hence not worth reserving copy space for).

3. Object lifetime behaviour

Other than the studies in Section 2.4 above, the weakness of most generational GC schemes is the ‘one size fits all’ assumption that underlies segregation by age. Thus, all objects are assumed to be short-lived until they prove otherwise, and no provision is made for different allocation sites to allocate objects with different lifetime characteristics, and no account is taken of phase behaviour. In this section, we examine in detail the object lifetime behaviour of programs drawn from the SPEC jvm98 [41] and DaCapo [5] benchmark suites and reveal a richer landscape of behaviour.

3.1 Data capture

We modified Jikes RVM to generate traces of allocation and death events, using the MemTrace system [28] and a calling context tree builder [11]. MemTrace modifies the Jikes RVM compilers in two ways. As each method is compiled, its allocation sites are recorded and the allocation routines modified to tag each object allocated with its site and the position in the calling context tree of the call containing the allocation and to emit an allocation record.

One advantage of this approach is that it uses the same framework for data gathering as it does for specialisation of allocation in performance runs (as for example used by Marion et al. [28]).

The platforms used here were Jikes RVM [1], versions 2.4.6 for the work described in Section 6 and 2.3.3 in all other sections. Classes loaded at both build-time and run-time were compiled by the non-optimising baseline compiler.

We profile with a baseline configuration because our focus in this paper is on allocation objects and their behaviour, rather than compiler behaviour. None of the Jikes RVM compilers perform any object allocation optimisation (such as object inlining), so the number of allocation objects allocated and the point in the program at which they die is independent of the choice of compiler.

However, the optimising compiler allocates significantly more data than the baseline compiler, causing a large increase in the time taken to generate and analyse allocation traces. In small programs, the allocation performed by the optimising compiler can dominate, making it difficult to see the application behaviour. We wished to minimise the effect of compiler-allocated data on exaggerating the lifetime of a object (measured in bytes) — as the size of any other objects allocated, e.g. by the compiler, between its birth and death contributes to its lifetime. Hence using the baseline compiler gives two benefits, faster trace generation and clearer application behaviour. Technical note: one drawback of the compiler approach is that, without more extensive modifications, 5 sites that exclusively allocate array classes internal to Jikes RVM through create methods [1] hijacked by the compiler cannot be distinguished. Their presence cannot be discovered by stack walking, either. We also distinguish between scopes and categories of allocation. We record separately objects allocated by the compiler (compiler scope) and by the application (default scope). Similarly, we distinguish sites in Jikes RVM, Java library and other packages.

The collector configuration was MMTK’s SemiSpace collector. To capture object death events, we force full collections at 64 KB intervals; after each collection, we use the GCspy framework [33] to sweep through dead objects to log death events. Hence object allocation times are accurate, but death times are only accurate to this granularity. Although this exaggerates the lifetime of short-lived objects [8], we do not consider this to be problematic as no tracing collector could take advantage of greater precision.

3.2 Residency

In the remainder of this section, we discuss the lifetime behaviour of objects allocated by sites. We observe that many sites demonstrate similar behaviour (similar lifetime distributions) and we group these into clusters. We postpone discussion of our clustering algorithm until Section 4. First, we consider residency, the volume of data live (i.e. reachable from the program’s roots by following chains of pointers) at any moment.

---

1 In classes VM_CodeArray, VM_WordArray, VM_AddressArray, VM_OffsetArray and VM_ExtentArray.
Regional segregation is not simply by age.

Figure 1 shows the residency of objects allocated by different (clusters of) allocation sites for SPEC jvm98 compress, using its largest input (100), running on Jikes RVM, with the baseline compiler used for both building the image and at run-time. Although compress is a comparatively simple program, its residency profile is particularly clear. Other benchmarks also show clear and particular residency profiles. In Figure 1, the x-axis, time, is labelled both as a percentage of total allocation and in megabytes allocated so far. The y-axis show the residency in megabytes at any point in the program’s execution.

Earlier studies have shown such residency graphs either without any subdivision of the data allocated, or by stratifying the allocation by object size, pointer count or mutation distance [5]. In contrast, we show allocation grouped into clusters of sites whose objects display similar lifetime distributions. Thus, the dark band at the bottom of Figure 1, labelled ‘Imm’, represents those sites that only allocate immortal objects (i.e. objects that survive to the end of the program); the light band labelled ‘1’ a cluster of objects that are neither short-lived nor very long-lived, and so on. A number of trends are apparent, and similar observations can be made for other benchmarks.

- Some objects, mostly but not exclusively created near the start of the program, live forever (cluster ‘Imm’). Many of these are Jikes RVM data.
- There are 5 major phases (of just over 20 MB each). compress is a modified Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm, which iterates 5 times, compressing and uncompressing 5 tar files.
- Each of the major phases has sub-phases, each of which has further sub-phases, an so on.
- Data allocated by some ‘long-lived’ allocation sites appears to live for much longer than others.

A sophisticated collector might treat these groups of sites separately, placing objects allocated by different (groups of) sites in different regions and managing these regions with different policies. Note that this organisation would not necessarily be generational: regional segregation is not simply by age.

compress is not a particularly interesting benchmark for GC research. Much of its behaviour is due to loops in the SPEC harness. However, its virtue here is that its comparatively simple behaviour reproduces clearly for monochrome printing.

3 See www.cs.kent.ac.uk/projects/go/demographics.

3.3 Object lifetimes

Let us drill down to consider the lifetime characteristics of a single site. Inspection of objects’ lifetime behaviour shows that most sites allocate objects with a generational behaviour, i.e. most objects die young, as is to be expected. These objects are well handled by traditional generational collectors. However, the behaviour of other sites is more interesting, exhibiting ‘GC-devils’ [46] that do not conform to the generational hypothesis.

The 3d plot in Figure 2 shows the lives of objects allocated by a single site by javac, input 100. The origin is the top, right-hand corner. The x- and y-axes show the time at which an object died (TOD) and its age (both given as percentages of the total allocation of the program). Thus a bar of height z at point (x,y) indicates that z bytes of data died at time x, having lived for y bytes. Note that there can be no bars in the bottom right-hand triangle of the grid (below the diagonal line) since an object’s time of death must be greater than its age. To make the life spans of objects clearer, we also plot a ‘shadow’ of each bar on the xy-plane: the shadow shows the period for which the objects represented by the vertical bar were alive.

The site in Figure 2 allocates an array of char for Strings. It is a significant allocation site for javac, accounting for nearly 6% of total allocation. Again, we can see four distinct phases: javac is Sun’s JDK 1.02 compiler which, for input 100, compiles the JavaLex.java scanner four times. 85% of the objects this site allocates are very short-lived (the large bars at the back, almost sitting on the x-axis), but a significant fraction of allocation lives until the end of each phase. A few objects (bottom, left-hand corner) are immortal. We examine this behaviour further in Section 6.

Some patterns of behaviour turn out to be remarkably similar, across benchmarks and across sizes of input. For example, it is common for sites to allocate objects that may or may not be short lived but all die together: imagine a loop that allocates objects and adds them to a collection (such as a list) which dies at the end of the loop. Figure 3 shows such a cluster of sites for DaCapo’s heapes benchmark (default size). These 4 sites account for nearly 17% of allocation (each of the large vertical bars accounts for nearly 1%) but over 94% of space rental (the product of volume and lifetime, a useful measure of the importance of an object to the memory management system).

Another common pattern is for sites to allocate data with a bimodal lifetime pattern — we see this in each of the phases of javac in Figure 2 and in Figure 4. The latter figure shows a cluster
of lifetimes. Thus, we obtain a \textit{lifetime density function}, \( ldf_s(t) \), an estimate of the volume of data allocated by a site \( s \) that have lifetime \( t \). Visually, the \( ldf \) is a projection onto the \( \gamma \)-plane of the 3d diagrams above.

4.2 Cluster analysis

Evidence from prior work [21] suggests that, because computation tasks are achieved through the collaboration of sets of objects, those objects have similar memory behaviour: “objects that are allocated together, die together”. We wish to partition (cluster) the set of sites of a program by the memory behaviour of the objects they allocate. We characterise each site by its \( ldf \), and consider two sites to behave the same if their \( ldf \)'s are similar. Thus the input to our cluster analysis is a set of (sites and) \( ldf \)'s and a confidence level; the output is a partitioning of the set. A good clustering method will lead to a partitioning where the intra-partition similarity of \( ldf \)'s is high but the inter-partition similarity is low [24].

We compare \( ldf \)'s statistically, treating them as probability density functions. We test, with a certain confidence \( p\% \), whether two \( ldf \)'s are similar, i.e. the chance that the difference between them is significant is less than \( p\% \). We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-sample test (KS2) [12]. The advantages of this test are that it is non-parametric and \textit{distribution-free}: it does not matter what the underlying distribution is — this is important since we do not expect lifetimes to be normally distributed, for example. A further advantage of KS2 is that it is computationally cheap as the null hypothesis can often be rejected after comparing only the first few points of each distribution.

KS2 compares two sample distributions by calculating the largest gap \( D \) between their cumulative distribution curves, in our case

\[
E_x(t) = \int_0^t ldf_s(t)
\]

Formally, KS2 rejects the null hypothesis, that the two samples come from the same distribution, with confidence \( p\% \) if the \( D \)-statistic \( D = \max |E_x(t) - E_y(t)| \) exceeds a critical value, which depends on the significance level \( p \) required and the size of the samples (see Figure 5). Our greedy, ‘gravitational’ algorithm (Figure 6) places each site in the cluster of the most important site in its neighbourhood. We choose our definition of importance to be space rental, since objects that are larger or that live longer, put more pressure on the memory manager. However, we get similar results if we consider volumes (see Figure 7).

First, we identify and remove all sites allocating only immortal objects, since these would be allocated in a region not subject to garbage collection. These immortal sites are assigned to a single cluster, \( C_0 \). Then, we consider each ‘mortal’ site \( s \) in order of space rental (i.e. the sites most important to the memory manager were

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Figure 3.} & \quad \text{Lives of objects allocated by a cluster of sites for hsqldb, default input, under Jikes RVM, BaseBase compiler. These sites account for approximately 16\% of total allocation.} \\
\text{Figure 4.} & \quad \text{Lives of objects allocated by a cluster of sites for fop, under Jikes RVM, BaseBase compiler. These sites account for over 19\% of total allocation. Short-lived and immortal and immortal allocations for this cluster are 8.29\% and 9.27\% respectively.} \\
\text{Figure 5.} & \quad \text{Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-sample test.}
\end{align*}\]
considered first). s is added to the first cluster C for which ldf(s) is similar to ldf(C) according to KS2 at the 1% significance level. If no similar cluster is found, s is added to a new cluster C, and that cluster is appended to our list of clusters. The ldf of a cluster is set to be that of the first site added to it.

Clustering reveals that applications exhibit only a few statistically distinct lifetime behaviours. Figure 7 shows the coverage (as percentages of the total volume allocated or of space rental used) by the top 32 allocation sites or clusters. The curves are geometric means for the DaCapo benchmarks; those for the much smaller SPEC jvm98 benchmarks are very similar. Aggregating sites into just a few clusters accounts for almost all allocation. Overall, only a small number of clusters account for almost all space rental used. A few more clusters are needed to account for the same fraction of volume. Unsurprisingly, fewer partitions dominate in Jikes RVM itself than in the applications (particularly by volume). In the compiler, just two sites dominate; these allocate arrays for reference maps for the collector.

An important property of the clustering algorithm is that it preserves the common, generational behaviour. For example, one strongly generational cluster of antlr captures 88% of allocation (and 10% space rental). Within this cluster, 92% lives for less than 332 KB and almost all the remainder is dead within 12 MB.

5. Input sizes

So far, object lifetime distributions have been revealed to cluster well, and most distributions turn out to comprise a small number of distinct behaviours (i.e. two-dimensional polygons in the 3D diagrams). It would clearly be unrealistic if, in order to exploit these behaviour patterns, it was necessary to gather trace data for every program input size. It would be better if it were possible to use data gathered from one input to a particular program to inform the allocator for a different input. Unfortunately, the lifetime behaviour of an allocation site varies from input to input: for example, compare the behaviour of sites from hsqldb with the default input (Figure 3) with the behaviour of the same sites using the ‘small’ input (Figure 8).

However, the key question is not ‘does an allocation site generate the same lifetime behaviour regardless of input’ — for it clearly does not — but ‘do allocation sites share the same clusters from one input to another?’ Our intuition is that they will, because the objects they allocate collaborate to perform the same task, regardless of the size of that task.

We applied our clustering algorithms to each of the SPEC jvm98 and DaCapo benchmarks, and compared the clusterings derived from different input sizes provided. It is not unusual for major clusters to contain just 1 site, in which case the answer to our question is simple, but in general, it is non-trivial to compare different clusterings: there is no ‘ideal’ clustering method [30]. Further, all the indices of similarity of which we are aware have undesirable properties. They may assume that both clusterings use the same data set, be sensitive to the size of the data sets or the number of partitions, may have ranges that are difficult to interpret or make comparison between the comparison of one pair of clusterings and another difficult.

Rand Indices [34] measure the similarity between two clusterings. Given two partitions U and V of a set, count (a) the number of pairs of items placed in the same clusters in U and in V; (b) those in the same cluster in U but in different clusters in V; (c) those in different clusters in U but in the same cluster in V; and (d) those in different clusters in U and in V. The Rand Index, \( (a + d)/(a + b + c + d) \), compares the number of agreements \( a + d \) with the number of disagreements \( b + c \). Its value is 1 when two partitions agree completely, but unfortunately its expected value is not 0 for two random partitions. For this, we require the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI, details omitted but see [23]).

For the purposes of comparing clusterings of allocation sites, only the most dominant sites are of interest. We compared the stability of the top N clusters for each of our benchmarks, for \( N = 16, 32 \) or all clusters. We found that the stability of the most significant clusters (e.g. the top 16) is better than that of less significant clusters (e.g. top 32 or all clusters)\(^5\). Table 1 compares stability of the top 16 clusters of 4 DaCapo benchmarks, including the best and the worst. Each row compares small v. large, small v. default, and default v. large inputs, for application objects, Jikes RVM objects (excluding the compiler), library objects (excluding those used by the compiler), and all compiler objects. If, for every cluster i of input A, every site of cluster i appears in a single

\(^{4}\) antlr, python, pmd and ps ran successfully under Jikes RVM 2.3.3 and used different workloads for their default and large inputs.

\(^{5}\) Computing the ARI requires that the underlying data sets for both inputs are identical; we therefore add to each clustering where necessary an extra partition consisting of any sites that were present in the clustering for one input but not the other.
cluster \( j \) of input \( B \), then the clusterings are equivalent and \( \text{ARI}=1 \); otherwise \( 0 \leq \text{ARI} < 1 \).

Java library clusters are highly correlated across all input sizes for all the DaCapo benchmarks, as are Jikes RVM clusters. Compiler clusters correlate moderately well for the top 16 clusters, but deteriorates significantly if more clusters are considered. Application clusters also tend to correlate well, except for \( \text{antlr} \) using the small input. We conclude that sites that tend to allocate objects with lifetime distributions that are similar to each other, tend to do so regardless of the size of the input to the program.

The stability of clustering across inputs suggests that a feasible implementation strategy for collection might be to acquire clustering data from a single training run. These clusters would indicate which sites had similar \( \text{lifetimes} \), and therefore should be allocated under the same policy.

### 6. Context

Allocation site offers several advantages as a predictor. It encompasses both the type of the object allocated and the static type of the object receiving this reference, reference density, size of scalar objects (and of arrays if they are always allocated at the same size at this site) and one level of context in the call graph. Earlier studies have found that the site provides sufficiently accurate predictions of the behaviour of Java [10] and ML [13] programs, although C programs [4, 51] require deeper calling context (since programmers commonly wrap calls to \text{malloc()} \) in order to catch failure). However, this style of programming also appears in object-oriented programs as allocation by factory methods, wrappers and so on. In this section, we investigate the influence of calling context on object lifetime distribution.

We observed in Section 3 that it is common for the lifetime distribution of objects allocated by a single site to exhibit a small number of distinct patterns: Figure 4 provides a typical example. Might the use of site as a predictor confute distinct behaviours that deeper calling context would separate?

By recording in object headers the point of the allocation in the calling context tree (as well as site ID), we can identify the precise call chain to each object allocation. To obtain calling context, we incorporated Bond and McKinley’s patch to Jikes RVM, version 2.4.6, into our MemTrace system. However, we use \text{precise} rather than probabilistic [11] calling contexts. Obtaining calling context tree information required the use of a modification of
the Jikes RVM BaseAdaptive compiler; however, this configuration performs no code optimisation. Thus, classes loaded at both build-time and run-time continue to be compiled as if by the non-optimising baseline compiler.

By tracking calling context, each allocation can be mapped to a sequence \( \langle s, m_0, m_1, \ldots \rangle \) where \( s \) is the allocating bytecode in a method \( m_0 \), which was called by \( m_1 \), and so on. For simplicity, we shall continue to use the term ‘site’ to mean the sequence \( \langle s, m_0, m_1, \ldots \rangle \). Consider two allocations, with sequences \( \langle s, m_0, m_1, \ldots \rangle \) and \( \langle t, m_0, n_1, \ldots \rangle \). For a calling context of depth \( k \), we define both allocations to be made by the same ‘site’ if and only if \( s = t \) and \( m_i = n_i \) for all \( i = 0 \ldots k \). We now explore \( \langle s, m_0, m_1, \ldots, m_k \rangle \) as the lifetime predictor, rather than simply the method and byte-code offset (i.e. \( \langle s, m_0 \rangle \)), for different values of \( k \). We denote the complete call chain by \( \langle s, m_0, \ldots, m_n \rangle \).

Our goal is to identify good predictors for object lifetime behaviour that can be exploited to guide GC. An ideal predictor would indicate, for each object allocated, precisely when it would die (thereby allowing its space to be reclaimed shortly thereafter). Unfortunately, ideal prediction is possible only in special cases. However, a good predictor would provide a narrow estimate of the lifetime range it expects of the object. That is, it would predict that a fraction \( p \) of objects allocated by a site have lifetimes of between \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) bytes; the better the predictor, the larger \( p \) and the smaller the interval \( [l_2, l_1] \). The variance of the object lifetime distribution of a site is a measure of the range of the lifetimes of the objects it allocates.

The conclusion of earlier studies was that calling context \( k = 0 \) suffices for Java programs but C programs require larger value for \( k \) to avoid conflating different behaviour patterns. The depth \( k \) necessary can be determined by considering the variances of the site lifetime distributions generated for increasing values of \( k \). We define the weighted variance of a set of a partitioned distribution to be the weighted sum of the variances of its partitions.

**Theorem 1 (Weighted Variance).** Consider a distribution \( X \), of size \( |X| \) and variance \( \text{var}_X \). Suppose \( \{X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_n\} \) is a partitioning of the distribution. Then the weighted variance of the partition is no larger than the variance of the whole distribution.

\[
\text{var}_X \geq \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{|X_i|}{|X|} \text{var}_{X_i}
\]

The effect of increasing context depth \( k \), is to split some ‘sites’ and their object lifetime distributions into two or more. Categorising objects by ‘site’ is a partitioning of the set of objects allocated, and increasing \( k \) leads to a finer partitioning. As \( k \) increases, the number of sites also increases monotonically but the weighted variance of the site lifetime distributions decreases monotonically. The pertinent question is, after what depth \( k \) does this variance tend to reach a limit?
Figure 9(a) shows the weighted standard deviation of allocation sites for increasing depths of calling context $k$, shown as a percentage of the weighted standard deviation for $k = \infty$ (i.e., using the complete call chain). For all of the DaCapo benchmarks analysed here\(^6\), there is a significant improvement in variance when the calling context depth $k$ is greater than zero, and further small improvements are also seen at $k = 2$. However, increasing calling context depth does not appear to offer any significant further improvements. The evidence that a calling context of $k = 1$ offers significant improvements in variance appears to contradict the conclusions of earlier studies. To explore this further we study separately sites in application classes, JikesRVM classes and Java library classes.

Figure 9(b) shows that for sites in application classes there is little reduction in variance as $k$ grows, which agrees with earlier studies. Figure 9(c) shows that sites in Jikes RVM classes, much like those in application classes, do not benefit from a calling context of $k \leq 8$. Furthermore it appears that even with $k = \infty$, Jikes RVM sites show only a 20% reduction in variance. However, Figure 9(d) shows that sites in Java library classes show very significant reductions in variance of between 2.3× for pmd and 5× for luindex are achieved with only one level of context ($k = 1$). Increasing beyond $k = 1$ appears to offer little further reduction. One explanation for this improvement is that many Java library classes perform allocation in response to application requests. With a calling context of $k = 0$ only the library behaviour can be seen, but the library may be controlled in many different ways by the application classes, and by using a calling context of $k \geq 1$ the application behaviour can be seen in addition to the library behaviour. The allocation site in Figure 2, from the internal GNU classpath java.lang.String constructor `String(byte, int, int, boolean)`, is a good example. The method is invoked both from all String constructors, but also from String’s string concatenation methods. Treating all paths as one conflates distinct behaviours.

7. Conclusions

No one size of collector fits all applications. We believe that a key to improved memory management performance is to match the collector to the mutator. Through a study of a wide range of realistic Java benchmarks, we find an association between allocation site and object lifetime distribution and phase behaviour. From the perspective of allocation sites, there is a richer demographic landscape than the usual generational classification of ‘short-lived’, or ‘long-lived’ or ‘immortal’. We further refine our classification by considering separately the behaviour of objects allocated by the JIT compiler, the run-time system, Java library code as well as those allocated directly by the application program.

Most importantly for practical GC implementation, we demonstrate through a statistically rigorous analysis that the sites of programs exhibit only a few distinct object-lifetime distributions, that is, they cluster strongly. A very small number of clusters dominate allocation, whether measured by volume of allocation or space rental (the product of an object’s size and age). Essential to exploitation, these clusterings are stable across different program inputs, thus making the prospect of specialised allocators realistic. We describe the design of such a collector in [26].

Finally, we investigate the extent to which calling context affects object lifetime. In common with earlier studies for Java, we find that simply using allocation site is sufficient for application and Jikes RVM classes. However, in contrast with previous studies, we find that allocation site and one further level of context significantly reduces variance in the lifetime distributions of objects allocated by Java library classes.
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